By Mr. Arturs MICKEVICS, President of the Men’s Technical Committee.
August 2021

The FIG MTC has approved new elements successfully performed since Newsletter #37 was published.

I. New Elements performed without large error since Newsletter #37 was published.

The FIG MTC confirms the following new elements were successfully performed in 2021. MAG gymnasts may receive the name for a new element performed in an official FIG competition upon successful completion without a large deduction error.

FLOOR EXERCISE

Nikita NAGORNYY (RUS)
- Triple salto backward piked.
- I value (EG III) #24
- Performed successfully for value in the Qualifications of the 2021 European Championships in Basel (SUI)
- Name awarded: NAGORNYY

Rayderley ZAPATA (ESP)
- Double salto forward straight with 3/2 turn.
- I value (EG II) # 66
- Performed successfully for value in the Finals of the Apparatus World Cup in Doha (QAT)
- Name awarded: ZAPATA 2
RINGS

Samir AIT SAID (FRA)

- Roll backward slowly with straight arms and body to handstand through swallow.
- E value (EG II)
- Performed successfully for value in the Qualifications of the Tokyo 2020.
- Name awarded: AIT SAID

PARALLEL BARS

Brody MALONE (USA)

- Shoot up to handstand and fall back to support with ¾ turn.
- E value (EG III)
- Performed successfully for value during All around Final of the Tokyo 2020.
- Name awarded: MALONE

Thank you to Koichi ENDO (JPN) for all illustrations
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